TILLAMOOK COUNTY SURVEYORS OFFICE
COURTHOUSE, TILLAMOOK OREGON 97141
SECTION CORNER COMMON
TO SECTIONS 7, 8, 18, & 17, T.1S., R.10W., W.M.

I FOUND A 2" IRON PIPE WITH A 3" TILLAMOOK COUNTY
SURVEYORS BRASS CAP IN A 1" TILE FILLED WITH CONCRETE
STAMPED AS SHOWN AT LEFT.

HISTORY OF FOUND MONUMENT

I FOUND THIS MONUMENT TO BE AS DESCRIBED ON TILLAMOOK COUNTY RERUNNESS
CARD #282. AND THE REFERENCES FOUND OR SET AT THAT TIME TO NOW BE AS FOLLOWS:

(G.L.O.) 24" HEMLOCK N.37°E. 50 LINKS, REPORTED IN RERUNNESS #282 AS "FOUND, 36"
SNAG, 15' HIGH, SCRIBING VISIBLE"; (FOUND, NOW 3' HIGH, 36" DIAMETER ROTTED SNAG).

(BK. 4 Pg. 87) 20" HEMLOCK S.5°E. 116.6'; REPORTED IN RERUNNESS #282 AS
"FOUND, GOOD, NOW 24'"; (NOW, GONE).

(BK. 4 Pg. 97) 14" HEMLOCK N.26°W. 18.5'; REPORTED IN RERUNNESS #282 AS
"FOUND, GOOD, SCRIBING VISIBLE, NOW 20'"; (FOUND, NOW 23", 8' HIGH STUMP,
SCRIBING VISIBLE, AT POSITION).

(BK. 3 Pq. 9) 24" HEMLOCK S.31°30'W. 105.7'; REPORTED IN RERUNNESS #282 AS
"FOUND, 30' UPRIGHT"; (FOUND, NOW AN UPRIGHT).

(BK. 4 Pq. 9) 28" HEMLOCK N.19°E. 17.8'; REPORTED IN BOOK 4 AT PAGE 97 AS
N.22°E. 16.4', AND REPORTED IN RERUNNESS #282 AS "FOUND, 36" STUMP WITH FACE
& SCRIBE MARKS"; (FOUND, NOW A ROTTED STUMP).

*(REUNNESS #282) 16" HEMLOCK N.37°E. 39.25' (FOUND, NOW A 14" SNAG 30' TALL,
SCRIBING VISIBLE ON PARTIALLY HEALED FACE).

*(REUNNESS #282) 72" HAT SECTION POST WEST 1.5' (FOUND, AT POSITION).

NEW ACCESSORIES

*16" HEMLOCK N.18°55'W. 25.24', SCRIBED "TISRI1OWS78BTCS"

*10" HEMLOCK N.56°11'E. 30.51', SCRIBED "TISRI1OWS8BBTCS"

*15" ALDER N.60°16'E. 9.37', SCRIBED "TISRI1OWS17BTCS"

*6" HEMLOCK S.64°34'W. 10.75', SCRIBED "TISRI1OWS18BTCS"

*INDICATES TILLAMOOK COUNTY SURVEYORS YELLOW METAL LOCATION POSTER ATTACHED.

BASIS OF BEARINGS IS N.24°56'31"E. BETWEEN THIS SECTION CORNER AND THE MEANDER CORNER

SURVEYS AND RERUNNESSES OF RECORD

SEE RERUNNESS BIN CARD #282 MARCH 1978 JOHN L CARLICH C.S. FOR DETAILED
REPORT OF PRIOR SURVEYS AND RERUNNESSES.

MONUMENT LOCATION

THIS MONUMENT IS LOCATED 25' NORTH OF CAPE MEARES COUNTY ROAD IN AN
AREA THAT HAS BECOME VERY PRONE TO SLIDES. A TIE TO THE 1/4 CORNER AND THE
MEANDER CORNER NORTH INDICATES THAT THE CORNER ITSELF IS STILL IN ITS ORIGINAL
LOCATION.

IN THE PRESENCE OF DAN MCNUTT AND AL DVIROK
MARCH 17, 1999

MARC 24 1999

TILLAMOOK COUNTY
SURVEYORS OFFICE

BOOK 7 291